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Answers

1. 301,840

2. 44,919

3. 250,551

4. 118,206

5. 39,776

6. 150,304

7. 173,888

8. 221,652

9. 331,866

10. 81,664

Solve each problem.

1) A school bought 616 boxes of computer paper for the computer lab. Each box had 490
sheets of paper inside it. How much paper did they buy total?

2) A gas station sells 217 gallons of gas an hour. How much gas would they have sold after
207 hours?

3) A school district ordered 291 new science text books. If each text book had 861 pages in it,
how many pages are there total in all the text books?

4) Every hour a soup company produces 594 liters of soup. How much soup would the
company have made after 199 hours?

5) A vat of orange juice contains the juice from 352 oranges. If a company has 113 vats, how
many oranges would they use to fill them all?

6) A mail sorting machine can sort 352 pieces of mail an hour. If it ran for 427 hour, how
many pieces of mail would it have sorted?

7) A coat manufacturer puts 418 coats in a shipment. If they sent out 416 shipments, how
many coats would they have sent out?

8) A golf course driving range goes through 393 golf balls a day. How many golf balls would
they go through in 564 days?

9) A pizza chain uses 618 grams of cheese on their pizzas. If they sold 537 pizzas, how many
grams would they have used?

10) A cruise ship compartment can hold 256 pieces of luggage. If a ship had 319
compartments, how many pieces of luggage can it hold?
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Solve each problem.

44,919 173,888 301,840 250,551 150,304

221,652 81,664 331,866 39,776 118,206

1) A school bought 616 boxes of computer paper for the computer lab. Each box had 490
sheets of paper inside it. How much paper did they buy total?

2) A gas station sells 217 gallons of gas an hour. How much gas would they have sold after
207 hours?

3) A school district ordered 291 new science text books. If each text book had 861 pages in it,
how many pages are there total in all the text books?

4) Every hour a soup company produces 594 liters of soup. How much soup would the
company have made after 199 hours?

5) A vat of orange juice contains the juice from 352 oranges. If a company has 113 vats, how
many oranges would they use to fill them all?

6) A mail sorting machine can sort 352 pieces of mail an hour. If it ran for 427 hour, how
many pieces of mail would it have sorted?

7) A coat manufacturer puts 418 coats in a shipment. If they sent out 416 shipments, how
many coats would they have sent out?

8) A golf course driving range goes through 393 golf balls a day. How many golf balls would
they go through in 564 days?

9) A pizza chain uses 618 grams of cheese on their pizzas. If they sold 537 pizzas, how many
grams would they have used?

10) A cruise ship compartment can hold 256 pieces of luggage. If a ship had 319
compartments, how many pieces of luggage can it hold?
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